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Abstract.  Generalizing the  notion of Watson-Crick complementarity which is central in 
DNA computing, involutively bordered words have been introduced and investigated in 
the literature. In this paper, motivated by these studies, we introduce a general notion of  
involutive factors of words and obtain several combinatorial properties of such words 
under a morphic or anti-morphic involution. Propertiesof the complementary notion of 
involutive factor-free words are also obtained. 
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1. Introduction 
Combinatorics on words [6], which is classified as a branch of Discrete Mathematics, is 
an area of study and research on general properties of words which are finite or infinite 
sequences of symbols. A finite word or simply, a word is a finite sequence of symbols. 
Words play a central role in many branches of study, including DNA computing [1, 2].  
A DNA strand which is the basic unit of every living cell is a sequence of nucleotides 
adenine, guanine, cytosine, thymine denoted by the symbols A, G, C, T with these 
nucleotides binding to each other with A to T and C to G. A DNA strand can thus be 
viewed as a word over the four letter DNA alphabet {A, T, C, G} and the relation 
between the nucleotides can be expressed in terms of an involution mapping, also known 
as the Watson Crick involution and the ends of the DNA strand can “bind” with each 
other if they are images of each other with respect to this involution. The involutively 
bordered words were introduced by Kari et al.  [3] as a generalization of the classical 
notions of bordered and unbordered words, in the context of DNA computing. In fact, 
Kari et al. [3] point out that theoretical properties of bioinformation are studied in their 
work by investigating models of DNA encoded information based on formal language 
theoretic and combinatorial properties of words. Also, combinatorial properties of words 
have been investigated in other worksrelated to DNA computing (See, for example [4, 5, 
7]). Here, motivated by these studies, we introduce the concept of θ–factor or involutive 
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factor of a finite word which extends the notion of involutive border considered in [3] 
and obtain several combinatorial properties of such factors. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces and investigates  involutive 
factors of words. Section 3deals with the complementary notion of  involutive factor free 
words. Section 4 gives the concluding remarks. 
 
2.  Involutive factors of a word 
We first recall certain basic notions [4]. An alphabet ∑  is a finite set of symbols. A 

finite word or simply a word w over ∑  is a finite sequence of symbols of ∑  . For 

example, abaab  is a word over ∑ = {a,b}. The set of all words over ∑  is denoted by 
*

∑  and this includes the empty wordλ  , which has no symbols. In fact *∑  is a free 

monoid over ∑ under the operation ° of string concatenation defined by 

,11 mn bbaavu ⋯⋯� = for words ,1 naau ⋯= ,1 mbbv ⋯= ,, Σ∈ji ba ,1 ni ≤≤

mj ≤≤1 .  We write vu � as uv. Let +
∑ = *

∑ - { λ }. A language L  over∑  is a subset 

of *
∑ .  For +

∑∈w , alph(w)  is the set of symbols of ∑ that appear in w. For example, 

if ∑  = {a, b, c}, w = abaab,  thenalph(w) = {a,b}. The length of a word w denoted by

w , is the number of symbols in w, counting repetitions. A word w is a palindrome if it is 

the same read from the left to the right or the right to the left. For example, the word abba 
over {a, b} is a palindrome. 

For a word +
∑∈w  , the word +

∑∈u is a factor of w if there are words 
*, ∑∈βα  such that w = αuβ. If λα = then u is called a prefix of w and if λβ =  then u 

is called a suffix of w. The set of all factors of w is denoted by F(w). A mapping 
**: ∑→∑θ  satisfying the property that )()()( yxxy θθθ = is a morphism on *

∑ . If 

)()()( xyxy θθθ = , then θ is an antimorphism on *
∑ . θ is an involution on *

∑  , if

xx =))((θθ , for all *
∑∈x . 

We now recall  notions of bordered and unbordered words. For properties and 
other results on  involutively bordered words we refer to [3]. Throughout the paper, ∑ is 
considered an alphabet unless stated otherwise. 
 

Definition 2.1. Let θ  be a morphic or an antimorphic involution on*∑ . A word +
∑∈u

is said to be θ  - bordered if there exists a +
∑∈v such that )(vyvxu θ== for 

+
∑∈yx, . In this case, we say that v  is a θ  - border of u.  Otherwise, the word u is 

called θ  - unbordered.  
We now define the concept of involutive factor or θ –factor of a finite word. 

 

Definition 2.2. Let θ be a morphic or an antimorphic involution on *∑  . A word +Σ∈u
is a θ- factor or an involutive factor of w if u and )()( wFu ∈θ .i.e. both u and its image 
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θ(u) are factors of w. We also say that w is a word with θ-factors. The  wordw can then be 
written as *',',,,',')(' ∑∈≠== yxyxxxyuxxuyw θ .  
 
Remark: If v  is a θ  - border of a word u, then v is also a θ- factor of u. 
 

Example 2.1. Let ∑  = {a, t, c, g} be an alphabet. Let θ be a mapping on *
∑ defined by 

cggcAtTa ==== )(,)(,)(,)( θθθθ  .  
(i) If θ is a morphic involution then the factor v = acga  of the wordu = tacgaatcgtgctttis 
a θ - factor since θ(v) = tgctis also a factor of u 

(ii) If θ is an antimorphic involution on *
∑ , then the factor v =ggta of w = 

cagtgactaccggtac is a θ  - factor since  θ(v) = θ(ggta) =tacc is also a factor of w . 
We note that for a word u = tctccccttover∑ , no symbol of u has its θ - image 

also in u, when θ is a morphic involution on ∑ defined as above. We call u an involutive 
factor free or θ-factor free word.  
 

Definition 2.3. Let  θbe  a morphic or an antimorphic involution on *∑  .  For *,Σ∈w
we denote by )(wL f

θ  , the set of all θ – factors of w  i.e. 

)}()(,/{)( * wFvvvwL f ∈Σ∈= θθ .  

 

Example 2.2. Let },{ ba=∑ and w = abaabaaabbe a word on *
∑ . Let θ be a morphic 

involution on *
∑ defined by abba == )(,)( θθ  . Then the only θ - factors of ware  a, b, 

ab, ba. },,,{)( baabbawL f =θ  .  

 
The following result is a consequence of the definitions. 
 
Theorem 2.1. Let θ be a morphic or an antimorphic involution on *∑  .  Then 

(i) if *Σ∈u , then for every )(uLv f
θ∈ , we have  )()( uLvF f

θ⊆  , 

(ii)  for  a word *Σ∈u , we have ),())(()( uLuFuF f
θθ =∩  

(iii)  ifu1, u2 are any two words over∑  then )()( 21 uLuL ff
θθ ⊆ , if u1is a factor of 

u2 and in particular, u1 is a prefix or suffix of u2. 

Proof: In order to prove (i), let ).(vFx∈ Since ),(uLv f
θ∈ we have ).()(, uFvv ∈θ Now 

)(uFx∈ as x is a factor of v and v is a factor of u. Also )(xθ  is a factor of )(vθ and so 

).()( uFx ∈θ Since both )()(, uFxx ∈θ we have ).(uLx f
θ∈  This proves ).()( uLvF f

θ⊆  

To prove (ii), let ))(()( uFuFx θ∩∈ . Then, by definition of )(uF  , 

*,, Σ∈= βαβαxu  and )(vx θ=  for some )(uFv∈ . Also '' βα vu =  for some 

*',' Σ∈βα . Since the mapping θ  is an involution,  we have vvx == ))(()( θθθ . Hence 

')(' βθα xu = . This implies that )()( uFx ∈θ  and so ).(uLx f
θ∈ This proves that 
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.)())(()( uLuFuF f
θθ ⊆∩  Conversely, let .)(uLx f

θ∈ Then )()(, uFxx ∈θ so that 

*',';')('*;,; Σ∈=Σ∈= βαβθαβαβα xuxu . Now, )()( uFx ∈θ implies that x = 

))(())(( uFx θθθ ∈ . Since x is arbitrary, ))(()()( uFuFuL f θθ ∩⊆ .  

Finally, to prove (iii), let v be aθ – factor of the word u1. Then )()(, 1uFvv ∈θ . Since u1 

is a factor of u2, we have )()( 21 uFuF ⊆ . Therefore )()(, 2uFvv ∈θ .Hence the proof. 
 

Theorem 2.2. Let θ be a morphic or an antimorphic involution on∗Σ . Let *Σ∈u . Then 

))(()())(( uLuLuL fff θθ θθθ == . 

Proof: We first prove ).())(( uLuL ff
θθθ = Let ))((' uLv f

θθ∈ . Then )(' vv θ=  for some

)(uLv f
θ∈ so that both v and )(' uFv ∈ by definition of  )(uL f

θ . Also 

vvv == ))(()'( θθθ  and so )()'( uFv ∈θ . Hence )(' uLv f
θ∈  . This proves that

)())(( uLuL ff
θθθ ⊆ . Conversely, let )(uLv f

θ∈ . This implies that both v and θ(v) )(uF∈
. Since θ is an involution, setting )(' vv θ= we find that vv =)'(θ . Hence v’ and θ(v’)

)(uF∈ . This means that )(' uLv f
θ∈ so that ))(()'( uLvv f

θθθ ∈= . Hence,

))(()( uLuL ff
θθ θ⊆ .  Thus ).())(( uLuL ff

θθθ =  

To prove )),(()( uLuL ff θθθ = let ).(uLx f
θ∈ Then ),()(, uFxx ∈θ  so that 

,)(, 2211 βθαβα xuxu == for some .*,,, 2121 Σ∈ββαα  

If θ is a morphic involution, then ).()()(),()()()( 2211 βθαθθβθθαθθ xuxu ==  If θ is 

an antimorphic involution, then ).()()(),()()()( 2211 αθβθθαθθβθθ xuxu == In 

either case, )).(()(, uFxx θθ ∈ Hence )).(( uLx f θθ∈ Thus ))(()( uLuL ff θθθ ⊆ . Let 

)).(( uLy f θθ∈ Then ))(()(, uFyy θθ ∈ . This implies ))).((())((),( uFyy θθθθθ ∈  i.e. 

).()(, uFyy ∈θ Hence ).(uLy f
θ∈  This proves )())(( uLuL ff

θθ θ ⊆ . Hence the proof. 

 
Definition 2.4. Let L be a language over an alphabet∑ . Letθ  be a morphic or an 

antimorphic involution. Then we define )()( uLLL fLuf
θθ

∈∪= . 

 

Example 2.3. Let ( ){ }1| ≥= nabL n  be a language over∑  = {a, b}. Let θ  given by 

abba == )(,)( θθ be a morphic involution on .*
∑ Then },,{)( baabL f =θ

},,,,,{)( babababaabbaababL f =θ and so on. Thus )()( uLLL fLuf
θθ

∈∪=

( ){ } ( ){ } ( ){ } ( ){ }| 1 | 1 | 0 | 0 .
n n n n

ab n ba n ab a n ba b n= ≥ ∪ ≥ ∪ ≥ ∪ ≥
 

 
We give some properties of this language ).(LL f

θ  
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Theorem 2.3. Let  θbe a morphic or an antimorphic involution on*∑ . Let *Σ⊆L  be a 
language. Then 

(i)  for every ),(LLv f
θ∈ the image word ),()( LLv f

θθ ∈  

(ii) for any two languages 21 , LL with ,21 LL ⊆  we have   )()( 21 LLLL ff
θθ ⊆ . 

Proof:  
 (i) Let )(LLv f

θ∈ . Then ),(uLv f
θ∈  for some Lu∈ , by definition of )(LL f

θ . This 

implies )()(, uFvv ∈θ . Let .)( wv =θ Then ),(wv θ= since θ  is an involution. This 

implies that )()(, uFww ∈θ  and hence  )(uLw f
θ∈ . Thus )()( LLvw f

θθ ∈=  

(ii) Let 21 LL ⊆ . To prove )()( 21 LLLL ff
θθ ⊆  , let )( 1LLv f

θ∈ . Then ),(uLv f
θ∈ for 

some 1Lu∈ . But 21 LL ⊆ means 2Lu ∈ . Therefore, )(uLv f
θ∈ for 2Lu ∈  . Since v is 

arbitrary, we can conclude that )()( 21 LLLL ff
θθ ⊆ . 

 
3. Involutive factor free words 
In this section we obtain properties of the complementary notion of θ - factor free or 
involutive factor free words.  
 

Definition 3.1. Let θ be a morphic or an antimorphic involution on*∑ . A word *Σ∈w
is θ - factor free or involutive factor free if none of its factors is a θ – factor of w. 
 
Example 3.1. Consider the word w = acccccaaa over Σ = {a, t, c, g}.  Let θ be a morphic 

involution on *
∑ defined by cggcatta ==== )(,)(,)(,)( θθθθ  . No factor u  ofw  is 

a  θ – factor of w, as θ(w) is not a factor of w. 
 

Theorem 3.1. If *Σ∈w is a θ - factor free word, then  *)( Σ∈wθ is also θ - factor free, 

for a morphic or an anti-morphic involution on ∑ .  
 

Proof: Let *Σ∈w be a θ - factor free word. Then for any factor  )(wFu ∈ we have 

)()( wFu ∉θ . Then w can be written as ,βαuw =  for some *, .α β ∈Σ But  

,')(' βθα uw ≠ for any  *',' Σ∈βα  . Assume that )(wθ  has a θ –factor u. Then 

))(()(, wFuu θθ ∈ .Then ,)( 11 βαθ uw = for some *
11, Σ∈βα and ( ( ))w wθ θ=

1 1( ) ( ) ( ),uθ α θ θ β= if θ is a morphic involution. This implies )(uθ  is a factor of w, a 

contradiction. Hence )(wθ is also θ - factor free. A similar argument holds if θ is an anti-
morphic involution. 
 
Theorem 3.2. Let Σ= {a, b}  andθ  given by θ(a) = b, θ(b) = a be a morphic or an  

antimorphic involution. Then for any word +Σ∈u which is θ - factor free, either ua is θ - 
factor free or ub is θ - factor free. 
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Proof: Let +Σ∈u  be a θ - factor free word. Then alph(u) cannot contain both a and b 
since u is θ-factor free. If alph (u) = {a} then ua also does not contain b  and so is θ - 
factor free  but if alph (u) = {b} then, likewise, ub is θ - factor free. 
 
We now give a characterization of θ - factor free words. 
 
Theorem 3.3. A word +Σ∈u is θ - factor free if and only if for every∈a alph(u), we 

have )()( ualpha ∉θ . 
Proof: Assume u is θ-factor free. This means that none of the factors of u is a θ – factor. 
Then everya in alph(u) is a factor of u. Hence )()( ualpha ∉θ . Conversely, let 

)()( ualpha ∉θ , for every )(ualpha∈ .  To show that +Σ∈u is θ - factor free. 

Suppose u  has a θ – factor v. Then v as well as θ(v) are factors of u. This implies that 
)()( ualphvalpha ⊆∈ and )())(()( ualphvalpha ⊆∈ θθ . Therefore, for some Σ∈a

such that )(valpha∈ , the image )()( ualpha ∈θ which is a contradiction to our 
assumption. Hence  the  proof. 
 

Corollary 3.1. i)If *Σ∈w is a θ - factor free word, then  w+ and θ(w+)are also θ - factor 
free, for a morphic or an anti-morphic involution on ∑  where w+ is the product of w with 
itself certain number of times.  
This follows from Theorem 3.3 and the fact that alph(w+) = alph(w). 

ii) A word +Σ∈u is θ - factor free if and only if φθ =)(uL f  . 

This again follows from Theorem 3.3. In fact, for any factor v of u, θ(v) cannot 
be a factor of u  if u is θ - factor free  and this means  )(uL f

θ  is empty and the converse 

is similar.  
We now examine the problem of whether the concatenation of two θ - factor free 

words is also θ - factor free. 
 
Theorem 3.4. Let θ be a morphic or antimorphic involution on Σ*.  Let +Σ∈vu, be θ - 

factor free. Then +Σ∈uv is θ - factor free if and only if φθ =∩ )())(( valphualph .  

Proof: Assume that w = +Σ∈uv is θ - factor free. Then by Theorem 3.3, for every 
),(walpha ∈ we have )()( walpha ∉θ . In order to show that ( ( )) ( )alph u alph vθ ∩  

= ϕ ,	 assume the contrary i.e., φθ ≠∩ )())(( valphualph  . Then there exists an 

element Σ∈a such that )())(( valphualpha ∩∈θ  . Now, ))(( ualpha θ∈ implies that 

)()( ualpha ∈θ . But also )(valpha∈ which implies )(walpha∈ and 

)()( ualpha ∈θ implies )()( walpha ∈θ which is a contradiction. Hence,

φθ =∩ )())(( valphualph . 
Conversely, let φθ =∩ )())(( valphualph  . To prove that uv is θ - factor free. Suppose 

uvhasa θ – factor.  Then uv = w is such that there exists Σ∈a with )(walpha∈ as well 

as )()( walpha ∈θ . Both )()(, ualphaa ∈θ cannot happen as u is θ - factor free. 
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Likewise,  both )()(, valphaa ∈θ  cannot also happen as v is θ - factor free. On the other 

hand, if )()(),( valphaualpha ∈∈ θ then )())(()( valphualpha ∩∈ θθ which is a 

contradiction. If )()(),( ualphavalpha ∈∈ θ  a similar contradiction arises. This proves 
the Theorem. 
 
Corollary 3.2. Let θ be a morphic or antimorphic involution on Σ*.  Let +Σ∈vu, be θ - 

factor freewith φθ =∩ )())(( valphualph . Then u+v+,(uv)+, are θ - factor free. 
 
Proof: By Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 3.4, we have u+v+,(uv)+ are θ - factor free. 
 
4. Concluding remarks 
A preliminary version of part of this paper was presented in theSixth International 
Conference on Bio-Inspired Computing: Theories and Applications, in 2011 [8]. The 
originality of the contribution in this paper lies in introducing a general notion of 
involutive factor or θ - factor of a word and in obtaining several combinatorial properties 
of such words. The complementary notion of θ - factor free words is also examined and  
their properties are derived. We can also consider a notion of involutive factorization of a 

word. A factorization of a word +Σ∈w is w = u1u2…un where the *Σ∈iu for i= 1, 

2,…..n. This factorization need not be unique and in general, a word w can have more 
than one factorization. If θ is a morphic or an antimorphic involution on Σ, then a 

factorization of +Σ∈w , given by w = u1u2…un where the +Σ∈iu , for i= 1, 2,…, n, can 

be called a θ - factorization or involutive factorization of w if and only if 
)()...()(

21 miii uuuw θθθ= ,where i j ϵ{1, 2, …, n}for j = 1, 2, …, m. It will be of interest 

to study properties of such factorizations, which is for future work. 
 
Acknowledgement:  The authors thank the referees for their useful comments which 
helped to improve the presentation of the paper. 
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